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Sec2Sec has launched an employment resource dedicated to the security industry giving employers a place to list specific job postings
and allows security professionals to post a free comprehensive employment profile.

ARLINGTON, VA (PRWEB) AUGUST 10, 2015

Sec2Sec has launched an employment resource dedicated to the security industry. It gives employers a place to list specific job
postings and allows security professionals to post a free comprehensive employment profile. It gives employers a surer path to hiring
the right security professionals and private security companies. For job seekers, posting profiles on the Sec2Sec website clearly
identifies them as security professionals and provides a niche venue for finding and being found by security-industry employers.
Co-founders Liam Mc Kevitt and Nicholas Schweiso recognized the need for a more reliable means of connecting employers and
qualified security professionals. Mc Kevitt says, “we saw that security jobs posted on general job boards often attract applicants that
have little or no relevant experience.” With the knowledge gained from their combined 55+ years as anti-terrorism experts and close
protection professionals they designed Sec2Sec.
Sec2Sec's online tools allow security professionals to post a comprehensive employment profile for free; upload a picture and
multiple resumes. They can choose to connect their LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter accounts with their Sec2Sec profile, and opt to
be notified when new jobs are posted on the Sec2Sec website. The resumes database is searchable, making it easier for employers
to identify candidates whose backgrounds demonstrate the required range of professional qualifications.
Employers' job postings appear under specific security-job categories including Corporate Security, Executive Protection, Homeland
Security, OCONUS and PSD. By posting listings under categories that most closely match their job openings, employers receive more
resumes from relevant applicants who have the required skills and credentials.
Sec2Sec also offers personalized security search services: For employers Sec2Sec conducts interviews to pre-qualify potential
candidates. For those needing help to hire a private security company, Sec2Sec acts as an advocate; evaluating the merits of each
company and advising on options based on industry best practices.
With its range of tools and services, Sec2Sec offers employers a surer path to hiring the right security professionals and private
security companies. For job seekers, posting profiles on the Sec2Sec website clearly identifies them as security professionals and
provides a niche venue for finding and being found by security-industry employers.

We saw that security jobs posted on general job boards often attract applicants that have little
or no relevant experience.
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